
7 Inspiring Lessons to Live Like Line
Love Like Ellyn - Become the Best
Version of Yourself!
It has been said that life is not about the destination, but about the journey. And in

this journey, we often come across people who leave a lasting impact on us. Two

such individuals are Line and Ellyn, whose lives and stories have inspired millions

around the world.

The Story of Line and Ellyn

Line and Ellyn were not just ordinary individuals, but exceptional souls who lived

their lives with passion, love, and resilience. Line, a high school volleyball player,

tragically lost her life in a car accident. Ellyn, her coach, vowed to honor Line's

memory and create a team that would carry on her legacy.

Lesson 1: Embrace Every Moment

Line and Ellyn's story reminds us to embrace every moment of our lives. We

never know what tomorrow may bring, so it's important to cherish each day and

make the most of it. Use every opportunity to create memories and spend time

with loved ones.
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Lesson 2: Pursue Your Passion

Line's passion for volleyball was evident in her commitment and dedication to the

sport. She pursued her passion with all her heart and inspired others with her

fierce determination. Find what you love and make it an integral part of your life.

Pursue your passion with enthusiasm and let it ignite your spirit.

Lesson 3: Overcome Adversity

In the face of adversity, Line and Ellyn showed incredible resilience. Even after

Line's tragic accident, Ellyn did not let grief consume her. Instead, she channeled

her pain into something positive and created a team that would carry Line's spirit

forward. Remember that challenges are a part of life, but how we respond to them

defines who we are. Rise above the difficulties and keep moving forward.

Lesson 4: Love Unconditionally

Love was at the core of Line and Ellyn's relationship. Ellyn's unwavering love for

her team and Line's love for the sport created a bond that went beyond the

boundaries of the volleyball court. Learn to love unconditionally, not just in

relationships, but in every aspect of life. Spread kindness, compassion, and

understanding wherever you go.

Lesson 5: Support and Lift Others

Ellyn's support for her team was unparalleled. She not only coached them on the

court but also provided emotional and mental support. Line's contagious spirit of
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encouragement lifted the team and inspired them to push past their limits. Be

someone who builds others up, supports their dreams, and celebrates their

victories. Together, we can achieve greatness.

Lesson 6: Make a Difference

Line and Ellyn's story is a testament to the power of making a difference. Despite

their short time together, they left an indelible impact on their community and

countless individuals worldwide. Make a conscious effort to contribute positively

to the world around you. Small acts of kindness and generosity can ripple through

society, creating a chain reaction of goodness.

Lesson 7: Live Like Line Love Like Ellyn

Finally, the most important lesson we can learn from Line and Ellyn is to live our

lives authentically, just as they did. Embrace each day with passion, love

unconditionally, overcome adversity with resilience, and support those around

you. Live like Line, pursuing your dreams and making a difference, and love like

Ellyn, spreading compassion and lifting others up.

Line and Ellyn's extraordinary journey teaches us invaluable lessons about life,

love, and resilience. They remind us to make every moment count, pursue our

passions, and overcome challenges with strength. Their story inspires us to love

unconditionally and become a positive force in the world. So, let us all strive to

live like Line and love like Ellyn, becoming the best versions of ourselves.
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During August, 2011, Ernie, Ellyn, Gregg, and Catharine Found are hit by

heartbreak and tragedy. Seventeen-year old Caroline Found, aka Line, doesn t

survive a moped accident. Twelve days later Ellyn Found loses her battle with

cancer. They are not the only ones mourning. Caroline was a much beloved

student at her high school and the captain of a volleyball team set to win its

second state title. Missing both their team leader and the encouragement of their

team mom, Ellyn Found, they can barely survive practice. Thoughts of another

state championship feel entirely impossible.

Is it possible for good to emerge from bad? This is a deep look into a raw,

heartbreaking story of loss. From losing Caroline and Ellyn, to an unforgettable

state tournament, Live Like Line explores the full powers of community, family,

team, love, faith, friendship, and life.

All of us have, or someday will, deal with grief, it is never easy. For many it can

seem insurmountable, but as well-known author Jim Harrison once wrote, It only

gradually occurred to me that our wounds are far less unique than our cures. This

quote captures precisely what author Bill Hoeft comes to believe and discover. He

reaches out to the Found family to research, study, explore, interview, and

discovers a whole community.
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7 Remarkable Qualities Of a Truly Devoted
Soul That Will Inspire You
A truly devoted soul is a person with exceptional qualities that set them

apart from the crowd. Their unwavering commitment and genuine

passion for what they...

Unveiling the Secrets of Human Behavior
with Data Models in Computational Social
Sciences
The World Through the Lens of Data Have you ever wondered how we

can comprehend the complexities of human behavior on a large scale?

How can we explore the...

An Outer Banks Reader Trevor Clinger:
Uncovering the Hidden Gems of North
Carolina's Coastal Paradise
If you are an avid reader looking for the perfect getaway to indulge in your

favorite books while surrounded by stunning natural beauty, the Outer

Banks in North Carolina...

Discover How Your Honeymoon Can Be
Transformed Into an Unforgettable Journey
of Love
The Importance of a Perfect Honeymoon A honeymoon is not just a

vacation; it is the beginning of a beautiful chapter in your life. It sets the

tone for your lifelong...
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Tantalizing Secrets Revealed: A Deep Dive
into the Diverse World of Fishes!
Have you ever wondered about the astonishing array of fishes inhabiting

our planet's waters? From the tiniest goby to the majestic whale shark,...

Lullaby The Guardians Of Marom Of Dreams:
An Enchanting Melody to Soothe and Protect
Your Little One
Every parent knows the importance of a good night's sleep for their

children. Besides ensuring optimal growth and development, quality

sleep also contributes to their...

Discover The Most Captivating Short Story of
the Year: Short Story Story 11!
Are you ready to embark on an unforgettable reading journey? Look no

further because we have found the most captivating short story to fulfill

your literary cravings - Short...

Discover the Unbalanced Life of
Schizophrenia and Skateboarding - An Inside
Perspective
The Intricate Connection between Schizophrenia and Skateboarding

Schizophrenia, a complex mental disorder, disrupts an individual's

perception of reality. Those grappling...
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